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Contains Pokemon Black and White volumes 1-8 and a collectible full-color poster!Reads R to L

(Japanese Style) for all ages. Meet PokÃ©mon Trainers Black and White! His entire life, Black has

dreamed of winning the PokÃ©mon League! Now he embarks on a journey to explore the Unova

region and fill a PokÃ©dex for Professor Juniper. White has an exciting career as the Trainer of a

talented troupe of performing PokÃ©mon. She dreams of making her Tepig Gigi a star! Together,

Black and White continue on their journey... What surprising new PokÃ©monâ€”and peopleâ€”will

they meet next?!
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I haven't read comics (manga is the Japanese word) about Pokemon for a long time, but I was

eager to read the Black and White series, story by Hidenori Kusaka and art by Satoshi Yamamoto.

For me, it was really good and fun to read. It is a story about a ten-year-old boy named Black who

has wanted to be a Pokemon trainer ever since he was a little kid....or littler, rather...toddler age, I

think. Most Pokemon stories are about a young person becoming a trainer and challenging the

region's gym leaders, Pokemon League and finally the Pokemon League Champion while facing a

threat from the series' antagonists (in Black and White it's Team Plasma, as well as a mysterious

stalker guy named N--yep, his name is N), but this story gained its own little charm and individuality



pretty quickly, I thought. The series was creative, and in each volume I could tell that the author and

illustrator had a good time creating the series by seeing how the characters interacted with each

other, and because of the funny, cute and amusing little mannerisms the human and Pokemon

characters have. Instead of just having the characters go on another generic journey, it had a nice

touch of depth and history that the Pokemon games sometimes don't or can't have because of the

fact that the games have to appeal to a huge amount of people. The main character in the games

normally doesn't talk, but when Pokemon is made into a manga series, the author and writer add

nuances, history and personality to the characters and Pokemon which gets pretty interesting.Even

though the volumes were pretty short, there was a lot to look at in each one, a lot of interesting

stories and, again, lots of meaningful character interaction. It seems that the author and artist knew

what they were doing and used their time, words and style well. Despite the stress that manga

artists and authors are under to meet deadlines, it was nice to see that they seemed to have had a

good time developing the story, art and characters of Pokemon Black and White. The art style is

great, as well as being clean and easy to follow, except for a couple times--the Pokemon battle

scenes mostly. But this isn't the only series that's had me confused sometimes about what's going

on, and it's normally not enough of a problem to get me annoyed. I think a minimal-to-medium

amount of confusion is sometimes normal for manga because of the perspectives the artists draw in

(for example, sideways panels that make the characters look like they're standing on the wall). And

if readers aren't used to the right-to-left style of Japanese comics, that can take some getting used

to. Anyway, speaking of the battling scenes, there is plenty of action in the series because of it, and

I was intrigued to see violence in one of the volumes that actually involved some blood. Seeing

blood in Pokemon was a first for me but maybe there is blood in the other Pokemon manga series. I

don't think it was too horribly devastating, though, and there is no language worse than "Darn!" or

"What the heck!" in the series, so it's likely still just fine for the kids who read it.I really am glad that I

found this boxed set, because it was really fun to read and was a good price for eight volumes. I

notice that manga tend to be around 5-20 dollars a volume, give or take, which gets to be pretty

expensive for a long series.I'll wrap this up. The boxed set got to me in a couple of days, and was

packaged neatly. The comics were in good shape, no torn pages or covers, and the plastic wrap

around the box set was in good shape too. Thank you very much.The last manga in the box set said

there will be a continuing series of the Black and White graphic novel, because volume eight ended

at a little cliffhanger. I can't wait to read the continuing story!

my daughter loves pokemon manga (she's 7) so I bought these for her for christmas. I was ecstatic



to find them so cheap. They came faster than I expected, and contain the full 8 volumes plus a

cardboard box for them all. very nice. She will LOVE them

When I bought them I was expecting a large box set because they were 8 books and I thought they

were average thickness in pages as a regular manga would but when I got I was surprise how thin

the books were about 60 actual pages in each book then I saw why it was cheaper then other book

sets. Overall I still enjoy them and a cute fun manga they have very nice quality the covers a have

combo matte (black) and laminate (white) feels real nice artwork been done nicely so I recommend

to any pokemon fan and or manga lover.

It's a nice set, but not the entire series. I'm not certain who big the whole series is, but I've found at

least another 8 books elsewhere. The books are also very small, much smaller than most manga

books I've ever purchased. It would take 3-4 books to match the width of the Tokyo Pop and Viz

manga books I have on the shelf.

Pokemon is one of my favorite things, and one fateful day, i found volume one of these wonderful

mangas. I quickly got acusstomed to the new reading style and also bought volumes 2 and 3. But

once i got box sets one and two for my birthday, i donated my isolated volumes to the school library

and have been buying pokemon mangas ever since that day.

i love pokemon i would have continue it online for free but it was on spanish but i was like its not that

expensive plus 8 volumes and if you have played the first black and white and you loved the story

and the characters like N you gonna love this manga and how deep it goes into the main characters

and how they are not silence and they interact and how much of a badass is N and black and

ofcourse ms. white

I bought these for a 12 year old boy who is Dyslexic. He had been in Special ED at school for 5

years but he continued to have trouble reading so he did not enjoy reading. Once I started buying

the Pokemon books he started reading more. These are simple to read and easy for him to read.

After he reads a book I have him write a 2 or 3 sentence book report for each book. He must

complete the book reports for every book in the collection before I order him the next collection. It

took him a couple of months to complete the reading and book reports for the first 2 collections I

bought. Now he has the books read and the book reports written within a couple of week. He told



me the other day he is enjoying reading. Thank you Hidenori Kusaka for writing these books.

I'm so glad I got the box set. For the steal of a price that I got it for, I shoulda guessed the volumes

would be thinner than a normal manga. I expected the poster to be bigger but it's still nice and I'm

glad I got it. But besides my overestimated expectations, I really like the box set.
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